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Inde�nite Pronouns

Check an appropriate inde!nite pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

1) There was that Charlotte could enjoy about grammar lessons.

everybody nothing someone

8) Ethan surprised with his fabulous speech.

everybody somewhere few

9) John felt bored as he had to do.

many everybody

will enjoy Mrs. Richardson’s class thoroughly.10)

Anything Everyone Somewhere

7) Allen and Sally are study buddies. have been inspired by their teamwork.

Someone Everybody

6) Jay and friends are going this weekend. They have planned everything.

everybody somewhere everything

5) Antony had solved most of the issues with this computer. But were still pending.

some few everyone

4) America is home to the best universities in the world. like to study here.

Many Everyone Everything

3) New York is an amazing city. would dislike its vibrance.

Somewhere Nothing

2) Would like to go with me to the park during the weekend?

someone many something

Few

Many

nothing
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Name : Answer Key

Inde!nite Pronouns

Check an appropriate inde!nite pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

1) There was that Charlotte could enjoy about grammar lessons.

everybody nothing someone

8) Ethan surprised with his fabulous speech.

everybody somewhere few

9) John felt bored as he had to do.

many everybody

will enjoy Mrs. Richardson’s class thoroughly.10)

Anything Everyone Somewhere

7) Allen and Sally are study buddies. have been inspired by their teamwork.

Someone Everybody

6) Jay and friends are going this weekend. They have planned everything.

everybody somewhere everything

5) Antony had solved most of the issues with this computer. But were still pending.

some few everyone

4) America is home to the best universities in the world. like to study here.

Many Everyone Everything

3) New York is an amazing city. would dislike its vibrance.

Somewhere Nothing

2) Would like to go with me to the park during the weekend?

someone many something

Few

Many

nothing
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